Project
Management
& Collaboration

EVERYTHING YOU NEED UNDER ONE HOOD

Product Overview
Fast-growing companies and those working with onsite and remote teams have multiple needs. PlanStreet
is designed to facilitate your projects with ease and
efficiency. Here’s what our platform does.
• Predictive scheduling analyzes your needs and
makes suggestions. As a result, you can make
realistic project plans.
• Resource tracking ensures you use the right
staff for the right amount of time. No more
wasted hours.
• Financial tracking ends overspending. Projects
come in on time and under budget.
• Agile communication between teams allows
everyone to be on the same page at all times.
Hence, client communication is always clear
and up-to-date.

PlanStreet Offers Superior Functionality
Through Individual Modules
PROJECT PLANNING

Dynamic updates and detailed task breakdowns create
a clear path to the success of every project. It’s easy to
spot risks early on and eliminate problems.
PROJECT PORTFOLIO

Numerous projects bring increased complexity. A
centralized view allows you to quickly track your ROI
with the most current information available.
MY STREET

Project managers and team members are always in
the loop, thanks to real-time status updates and a
consolidated view of every employee’s activity.

STREET RESOURCES

Resource forecasting across your project/portfolio
assists in using your team(s) with peak efficiency.
Staffing is in balance, with the right people doing the
best work.
STREET CENTER

Collaboration boards create a headquarters for
communication. Teams interact daily with ease, and
tasks and calendars are shared in one, streamlined
center.
STREET FINANCIALS

Budget tracking forecasts your labor costs, drilling
down to tasks and sub-tasks. Expenditures stay in line
with the price tag, making delivery deadlines smooth.

When
Projects
Grow,
PlanStreet
Grows
with Them

Why PlanStreet?
When it comes to projects and collaboration, PlanStreet
is designed to get you to your destination in the
swiftest, most intelligent way possible. Everything you
need is under one hood.
ENDS WASTED TIME AND MONEY

Predictive scheduling automatically updates project
plans. As a result, team members work only when
needed, and budgets stay on track. You reach the
summit with ease.
MAKES TEAM COLLABORATION AGILE

PlanStreet enables smooth collaboration with both
on-site and remote teams. Daily scrums (updates) are
linked to real-time work management. Nothing gets lost,
forgotten, or left behind.
FIVE-STAR ADAPTABILITY

As your company grows, PlanStreet grows with it.
As your projects and processes expand and evolve,
PlanStreet does the same with easy configuration.
ADDRESSES EVERY ISSUE IN ONE SECURE PLATFORM

No more hassles using multiple products. One report
regularly tells you everything you need to know, and acts
as an early-detection system for risk.
We’re positive PlanStreet will help you and your team(s)
plan, execute, and track work at a much higher level.
One of our experts will show you how with a live demo.
		EMAIL sales@planstreetinc.com

Learn how PlanStreet can help you replace confusion with clarity.
One of our experts will show you how with a live demo.
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